
* You are advised to check the directions of your itinerary prior to your trip based on actual traffic conditions.   

 
 
ROUTE DESCRIPTION*  
 
Rotterdam de Link 
Address: Wilhelminakade 123, 3072 AP, Rotterdam 
 
If you come from Amsterdam.  
At the junction “De nieuwe Meer”, follow the A4 in the direction of The Hague. At the junction 
Ypenburg/prins Clausplein after 46 km, take the A13 toward Delft /Rotterdam. At the junction 
Kleinpolderplein follow the A20 after 16 km, follow the A20 towards Rotterdam east / Dordrecht. Take 
the first exit on the roundabout toward Centrum after 1500 meters. Go straight on the Schieweg. 
Follow the road toward the Centrum. Take the second exit on the roundabout (Hofplein) in the 
direction of Coolsingel. Follow the road to the Erasmusbrug (S122). Turn right after 750 meters to the 
Wilhelminakade. After 225 meters you have arrived (Wilhelminakade, Rotterdam). On your right is the 
entrance to the parking Garage.  
 
If you come from the direction ‘s-Hertogenbosch. 
Take the A59 towards Nijmegen / Eindhoven. Take the junction Empel, follow the A2 toward 
Amsterdam / Utrecht after 1.1 Km. Take the exit for the A15 toward Rotterdam / Gorinchem after 17 
KM. After 46 km, turn left to exit Rotterdam east and follow the A16 toward Rotterdam East / Den 
Haag. Keep right to take exit 24 to 26 Capelle a/d Ijssel (N210 after 3 KM. Take exit 24 and follow signs 
Havens / Feijenoord. Go straight to John F Kenndylaan. Take the first exit on the roundabout to 
11/Stationweg after 3.1 km. Follow the road to the Varkenoords bridge for 2.8 km. go straight ahead 
at the traffic lights in front of the KPN building. After 110 meters you have arrived (Wilhelminakade, 
Rotterdam). On your right is the entrance to the parking garage.  
 
If you come from the direction Dordrecht. 
Take the A16 / E19 toward Rotterdam. Keep left on the A16 / E19. Keep leftat the A16-E19 toward The 
Hague, after 5.6 km. Take exit 24 to 26 Capelle a /d IJssel (N210) after 4 km. Take exit 24 and follow 
signs Havens / Feijenoord. Go straight to John F Kenndylaan. Take the first exit on the roundabout to 
11/Stadionweg after 3.1 km. Follow the road to the Varkenoords bridge for 2.8 km. go straight ahead 
at the traffic lights in front of the KPN building. After 110 meters you have arrived (Wilhelminakade, 
Rotterdam). On your right is the entrance to the parking garage.  
 
If you come from the direction Utrecht. 
Take the A12 toward The Hague. Keep right to the A20 direction Hoek van Holland / Rotterdam, after 
30 km. After 13 km at the intersection Terbregseplein-Ring Rotterdam (east follow the A16 toward 
Rotterdam East. Keep right to take the exit Kralingen toward Capelle a / d Ijssel (N210). At the end of 
the exit, take the first exit in the direction of Rotterdam Centrum. Continue along the Maasboulevard 
(2.3 km). Follow the road to the Erasmusbrug (S122). Turn right to Wilhelminakade after 750 meters. 
After 225 meters you have arrived (Wilhelminakade, Rotterdam). On your right is the entrance to the 
parking garage.  
 
Public transport.  
From Rotterdam Central Station, take the metro towards De Akkers (Metro line D) or Slinge (Metro 
line E). Get off at the Wilhelminaplein stop. Follow the signs to Wilhelminakade via the roll escalator 
or elevator. At the exit you are right in front of the building. It also possible to reach our office by tram. 
From Rotterdam Central Station, Tram lines 20, 23 and 25 > Tram stop Wilhelminaplein. The tram stop 
is situated directly next to our head office within walking distance.  


